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Graphene tubes can be added into all three battery parts; anode, cathode and electrolyte. It improves
different attributes of the device including speed of charging and discharging as well as length of lifecycle.
Graphene tubes in batteries increase energy density and therefore allow for faster charging, opening the ion-
highway to faster fill-ups. Furthermore, thanks to low internal resistance of the electrode, batteries containing
graphene tubes are safer as there are fewer thermal issues.

OCSiAl developed product tubal BATT which can enhance all parameters with just 0.1% in the cathode only.
An extremely low loading rate of 0.1% weight of graphene tubes allows to replace all other conductive
additives to the cathode and increase the battery’s charge / discharge power as well as number of cycles by
50%.
With the increased life cycle and power, with greater energy density and improved safety, we finally may be
able to use electric cars for long distance travelling!
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The performance and functionality of polymer systems can be modified and improved by adding
graphene surface treated by for example the Haydale HDPlas® process. The stiffness and strength of
epoxy resins has been shown to be doubled by a small addition of graphene, and the compression
properties of a carbon fibre reinforced system significantly increased.

This promises a new generation of polymers and composites with enhanced performance for
aerospace, performance automotive, wind energy and sports applications.
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Graphene has been widely researched as an ideal material for sensors application due to its unique
characteristics including large surface-to-volume ratio, unique optical properties, excellent electrical
and thermal conductivity.

For example, it has been used in diagnostics for detection of glucose, cholesterol, haemoglobin and
cancer cells. However, it can be also used as a pH sensor for detection of contaminants, detection of
pharmaceutical compounds or as a gas sensor - it seems the number of uses is unlimited.

In the industrial world, a graphene-based pressure sensor would be particularly attractive for the
aircraft industry, given it’s small footprint and weight.
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The coating of a mechanical cardiovascular valve in graphene allows for uniformity of size and provides
more longevity to the implanted valve.

This will significantly reduce sanitary expenses (for the public as well as the private sector) and
significantly reduce waiting lists for implants.

Other applications in the medical sector include using graphene as a drug delivery platform and for
cancer treatment, however these are unlikely to enter the market in the very near future.
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The use of graphene nanomaterials as emulsion stabilizers, wellbore strength improvers, drag reduction agents and
barrier to fluid permeation for drilling and completion fluids. This yields "smartfluids" for drilling operations that
actively:
• reduce formation damage;
• produce thinner filter cakes;
• reduce fluid loss into rock formation pores
• preserve original rock formation pressure
• reduce wear on drilling tools
• reduce the likelihood of drill stem hydraulic adhesion or stuck pipe

Lubricants for Drilling Mud
The Oilfiled chemicals are complemented by nanomaterial enhanced drilling lubricants. The use of nanomaterials as
lubricating fluid enhances the friction reducing capability, anti-wear performance and mud electrical stability.

Chemicals for Enhanced Oil Recovery
There have been recent efforts in EOR chemical research with nanotechnology, using graphene materials, and also
single walled nanocarbon materials. The theory is that these materials would react with and modify the oil properties
to increase oil mobilisation, and therefore encourage higher production of oil, particularly from more mature fields.
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Graphene oxide can be used as an additive to paints and has anticorrosive effects. It can be used on
various surfaces ranging from glass to metals to conventional bricks.

With a simple chemical modification, the resulting coatings behave like graphite in terms of chemical
and thermal stability but in mechanical terms they become very strong and almost as tough as
graphene.
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One of the applications with the biggest potential for graphene use is conductive printing and packaging.
Using graphene based conductive inks means that the printed item can be rubbed, flexed, creased, or
dropped without damage, and will be stable against temperature, humidity, and corrosion. This also means
that they will not oxidize and can withstand handling without flaking off.

These inks open up printed electronics to more specialised applications such as medical devices, energy
storage devices, high-resolution displays, and electrochemical and biochemical sensors. Graphene-based inks
and coatings offer high conductivity, flexibility, high-speed printing, and low-temperature curing.

Packaging company MWV worked with Vorbeck Materials to create graphene-based packaging for products
that need an embedded security system. Normal security systems for packaging include razors in plastic cases
and plastic tags with sensors, but with the graphene package a sensor can detect when the package has been
moved, taken out of the building or even cut open.
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Graphene-based composites will help produce stronger, lighter and more durable wheels and tyres.
Early laboratory and practical tests on tyres show that adding graphene leads to a leap in performance. Over a
50km time trial, this would equate to a 40-second time saving, and possibly more importantly to many
cyclists, the resistance to punctures and cuts is significantly enhanced.

Tests carried out by Vittoria R&D engineers found that introducing graphene into the rim’s carbon-fiber
matrix:
• reduces temperature build-up under braking by 10–150°C (depending on test set-up)
• increases spoke-hole strength by 20%, with the force required to pull spokes through the rim increasing

from 500 kg to more than 600 kg
• improves lateral stiffness by 50% — lateral deflection of the rim was reduced from 0,13 mm to 0,06 mm
• promises a weight reduction of 15% of the rim, with equal or better performance than current carbon-

fibre rims

Directa Plus is pioneering graphene supply for bike tyres and supplied graphene to the Vittoria R&D team.
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Supercapacitors are like a battery capacitor hybrid. Lithium batteries are used inside phones, tablets and
laptops because they discharge slowly, giving you many hours of usage, but they must be charged slowly. If
you are familiar with electronics you may be familiar with capacitors which charge very quickly but also
discharge quickly. So if you had a mobile phone using a conventional capacitor it would charge up in seconds,
but would only give you a few minutes of talk-time.

Supercapacitors are the best of both worlds, they charge quickly like a capacitor, but retain their charge so
provide the talk-time of a battery. Existing supercapacitors are made from double wound aluminium foils, and
a supercapacitor sufficient to fully recharge a typical Apple iPhone battery would require it being the size of a
soda can and weigh about 0.5kg or one pound (1lb).

Zapngo are replacing the aluminium with graphene, and the increased conductivity compared to aluminium
ensures that the foils inside the supercapacitors can be made much thinner and lighter. This means that
Zapngo’s graphene supercapacitors are small and light, and charge up mobile phones and tablets very quickly.
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IBM researchers have created a graphene-based circuit that they say performs 10,000 times better
than existing options; it was reliable enough that they used it to send and receive a text message.

Graphene is heralded as a possible alternative to silicon, which currently dominates electronics
production. One of the major potential applications for graphene is transistors, which control the flow
of electricity in circuits. The more transistors you can fit onto a chip, the more powerful it can be.
Researchers should be able to pack far more atom-thick graphene transistors into a chip than the
bulkier silicon alternative. Graphene also transports electricity 200 times faster than silicon.

Previously, transistors created from graphene have been plagued by noise, making the signals they
produce less than ideal for communications. IBM’s research could help make graphene transistors
practical in the very near future.
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